
Henley Bridge, also known as the Henley Street Bridge, and the George Dempster Bridge, was completed in 1931 as a city-sponsored
project. First envisioned in 1927, and partly guided by then-City Manager George Dempster—not long before he invented the famous
Dumpster--it is considered one of Knoxville's great architectural achievements. Its upper platform was rebuilt, but the concrete piers and
arches are original.

Kern's Bread was founded by German immigrant Peter Kern, who based his business on Market Square. Long after his death, his
company, now a larger and more specialized industry, built this bread factory in 1930, and used it for the rest of the century. The
Kern's building is now being rehabbed in an extravagant fashion to combine residences with retail.

By the time Kern's was built here, Chapman Highway was in the works. Before that, narrow, wooded Maryville Pike connected to
the Gay Street Bridge, crossing the future route of Chapman. That was the route taken by outlaw Kid Curry upon his escape from the
Knox County Jail in 1903. He was never identified with certainty after he and his stolen horse hit Maryville Pike.

This stretch was also the site of the first traffic fatality in Knoxville history. It was late summer, 1909. The victim of the nighttime
wreck was Will G. Price, president of the Knoxville Furniture Co., out for an evening spin. Be careful.

SOUTH KNOXVILLE HISTORIC DRIVING TOUR
CHAPMAN HWY/VESTAL/MARTIN MILL PIKE/WOODLAWN PIKE/ISLAND HOME/SEVIER AVE

Start by crossing Tennessee River via the Henley Street Bridge. 
 

1. HENLEY STREET BRIDGE

Total Driving Distance = 22.6 miles

3. KERN'S BAKERY

starts at Chapman at W. Blount Ave.

<0.1 miles ahead on left

-- Continue south on Chapman Highway --

Mileage starts as you exit the the south side of the bridge

2. CHAPMAN HIGHWAY TO MARYVILLE PIKE
Chapman Highway was built in the early 1930s, expressly to connect Knoxville (and, via the Dixie and Lee Highways, the rest of
America) more directly to the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Chapman Highway is named for Col. David Chapman (1876-1944),
pharmaceutical executive, Spanish-American War veteran, and hiker/conservationist who became known as the Father of the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park. In his later years, he lived on South Knoxville's Topside Drive.

Before Chapman Highway, the main routes south were narrow, meandering Sevierville Pike, on the east side, and rural Maryville Pike on
the west side. Chapman went between the two routes. It takes a southerly course out of Knoxville, but eventually bends to the east to
enter Sevierville as Highway 441..

In 1940, a presidential motorcade carried Franklin D. Roosevelt and his entourage across Henley Bridge, down Chapman, and onwards to
a dedication ceremony at Newfound Gap in the Smokies, attended by thousands. For many years, Chapman Highway was the real
Gateway to the Smokies, with dozens of motels, restaurants, and gift shops aimed at those driving to the most popular national park in
America.

Of course, people had other reasons to be in South Knoxville; many lived and worked here. Although many joked about how remote
South Knoxville was even in the 1800s, when downtowners called it “South America,” it was one of Knoxville's major industrial drivers,
especially through the lumber and marble industries—as well as, for many years, the bread business.
                                                                                                     
Immediately to the right after you cross the bridge is the building that housed the Smoky Mountain Market. No longer open, it remains a
South Knoxville landmark. Opened in 1936 by grocer Howard J. Johnson, it was one of Chapman Highway's first tourist-oriented
businesses--and one of Knoxville's first “drive-ins,” with service to customers as they sat in their cars. Famous for its loaded hot dogs
and tamales, and, later, the fried-chicken sandwich known as the Rooster. The original business closed in the 1980s, but other businesses
have tried similar plans there since then.

Almost hidden from view on the left of Chapman Highway (behind Shoney’s), the steep hill was the site of Union Fort Stanley, an
important defensive fort in 1863. Some of its lines are only barely perceptible as trenches in deep woods. Fort Stanley was named as a
memorial to Capt. C.E. Stanley, of the Ohio Mounted Infantry, who was mortally wounded in Loudon County just before the siege of
Knoxville.

Col. David Chapman



4. OLD CAS WALKER'S STORE
Not many strip-mall parking lots offer historical interest, but the one on the right at 2619 Chapman Highway (in recent years the location
for the popular Disc Exchange until it closed in 2016) on the right, for many years was the Cas Walker Super Market, is the location of a
tale often told, of Digger O'Dell. Walker, the flamboyant grocer, enlisted the subterranean stunt specialist in April, 1959, ostensibly to raise
money for poor children, but also to promote Walker's grocery chain. O'Dell was buried in a comfortable ventilated grave, and people
would come and peer down at him. O'Dell said he intended to break the world record, which was 57 days underground. However,
complaining that he was ill and suffering electric shocks due to water leakage, he gave up after less than three weeks. O'Dell traveled and
was known for the stunt for decades, but Walker's promotions of it--and the story that Walker declined to let him emerge when he was
begging to--has made it something of a local legend.

High on the right, off Chapman Highway is what remains of Fort Dickerson, the best preserved--and one of the largest--of the 20-odd
forts built rapidly during Gen. Ambrose Burnside's occupation of Knoxville in fall, 1863. It's named in memory of Union Capt. Jonathan
Dickerson of the Illinois Mounted Infantry, who had been killed in action in Cleveland, Tenn. During the early part of the Confederate
siege of Knoxville in November, 1863, cannon fire from the fort turned away an advance guard under the command of Confederate Gen.
Joseph Wheeler. Although many of the freshly recruited Union troops fled the fort after this first taste of battle, the Union Army held
this high ground, within shooting distance of downtown Knoxville, and that was critical to their ultimate victory. The earthworks were
overgrown and very nearly forgotten when rediscovered by accident in the early 1930s. Restoring the fort to public access was a very
slow process, but it was presentable by 1963, when it was the scene of a centennial reenactment of the Battle of Fort Sanders, attended
by thousands. Today, the ruin is more presentable than ever, with parking and interpretive signage at the top. Although the earthworks
are eroded, it's the only Civil War remnant in the Knoxville area that really looks like a fort. Improvements to Fort Dickerson Park
overall have been financed by the City and the Aslan Foundation.

The entrance to Fort Dickerson Park is at the light at Woodlawn Pike.

5. FORT DICKERSON PARK

0.2 miles ahead on right 

3029 Davenport Road STANLEY'S GREENHOUSE {OPTIONAL} 
Stanley's Greenhouse, one of the Knoxville area's most impressive garden stores, is nearby at 3029 Davenport Road, but the shared
name with Fort Stanley is a coincidence. The Stanley's greenhouse business was started in the 1955 by local florist Charles Stanley, but
the Davenport-Stanley family has been farming in the area for two centuries. The original 200+ acre property owned by Henry
Davenport dates back to the 1700s where, according to family history, "the Davenport Farm became one of the largest wheat producers
in Knox County. The family also raised cattle and drove them to the Smoky Mountains each spring so their cows could pasture on the
sweet grass of Cades Cove" long before the Smoky Mountains became a national park.. Tucked behind the commercial front of the
property sits the original family homestead, a log house (now covered with siding) and two brick chimneys.   

To find Stanley’s Greenhouse, turn left from Chapman Highway at the next traffic light at Lippencott Street. Follow uphill for
approximately 1 mile and and turn right on to Davenport Road. Stanley's will be on the right as you head downhill. 

 Chapman Highway at Woodlawn Pike 

Park entrance is 0.4 miles ahead on right 

At this same intersection, on the left, is the beginning of Lindbergh Forest. Along with Sequoyah Hills, Holston Hills, and North Hills, it
was a new kind of neighborhood development in the 1920s, intended for families with automobiles, without regard to streetcar access.
It got its name as the result of a newspaper-sponsored competition—that happened to be held in the spring of 1927, just after Charles
Lindbergh landed in Paris after his famous solo flight across the Atlantic. Most of its homes date from the late 1920s and 1930s, and
reflect that era's new diversity of residential architecture, but a couple of exceptions are the prefab postwar steel Lustron houses at 222
Chamberlain and 3510 Glenhurst. Those two constitute the Knoxville area's highest concentration of Lustron houses remaining intact.

Mayors have lived in Lindbergh Forest, notably John T. O'Connor, the Irish-Catholic politician who began his career as a boxer and
union organizer who lived here late in his career—and, many years later, Madeline Rogero, Knoxville's first female mayor. 

Conspicuous on Woodlawn near Chapman is the Graystone Presbyterian Church. Organized as the South Knoxville Presbyterian
Church, it changed its name to honor its second building, which was built of local marble on Blount Avenue. This third and largest
building, built in 1960, echoes the theme with gray crab-orchard stone and Indiana limestone. Beyond its own congregation's uses, the
building has frequently hosted community meetings about issues of concern to South Knoxvillians.

6. LINDBERGH FOREST NEIGHBORHOOD



PARKWAY HOTEL & BERRY FUNERAL HOME {OPTIONAL}

Not directly on this tour, but visible downhill to the south at the Maryville Pike turnoff is the four-story trapezoidal masonry building
once known as the Parkway Hotel (the word Hotel is still legible at top), at 3701 Chapman Highway. It was built in 1951, at the height of
the postwar tourist business. As Sevier County developed in the 1960s and '70s, with thousands of new hotel rooms closer to the
mountains, much of Knoxville's Smokies-tourist business dried up. Almost directly across the street from it is stone mansion-like Berry
Funeral Home. It was already a South Knoxville institution for years before moving to this location in 1949.

-- Following the traffic light at Woodlawn Pike, take the next angled right onto Maryville Pike --

Downhill on Chapman Highway

7. FLENNIKEN SCHOOL  0.2 miles ahead on left 
Here Maryville Pike diverges from the course of Sevierville-bound Chapman Highway. The right split favors a westerly direction, following
an older route toward Maryville, Blount County legal center, and also home to Maryville College, the 202-year-old Presbyterian liberal arts
college. 

On the left is the large old Flenniken School, the oldest part of which dates back to 1919, not long after South Knoxville was annexed and
was treated to city-funded schools. Redeveloped as residences, it's now known as Flenniken Landing.

-- Turn right on W. Blount Ave and immediately left at the traffic light keeping you on
Maryville Pike --

8. VESTAL COMMUNITY  0.3 miles ahead 

We're entering the area known as Vestal, named for the Vestal Lumber Co., founded in 1900 and probably the single biggest employer in
South Knoxville history, known for providing wood for multiple purposes, but most famously perhaps for Steinway pianos. By 1913,
perhaps earlier, the community of people who lived near the factory, many or most of them employees of the sawmill, was known as
Vestal.  

Mary Vestal Park (straight ahead at traffic light) is named for the mother of the three brothers who in 1900 founded the lumber company.
Mrs. Vestal (ca. 1853-1939) outlived two husbands and spent her last 20 years as a widow. This privately endowed tract became an eight-
acre park in 1949. At an opening celebration on Halloween, 1949, entertainers included a magician and the soon to be famous Louvin
Brothers, the irrepressible bluegrass virtuosos from Alabama Lumber was not South Knoxville's only industry. Long before Vestal, this
side of the river was known for its marble quarries. Look out in the park for a suspended marble sculpture, a remnant from a past "One-
Ton" art show organized by South Knoxville marble artist Bruce Bennett.  

Slow down just after you cross the railroad tracks on Maryville Pike and look to the right. You'll see the Candoro Arts and Heritage
Center. The building is not large, but extremely unusual, built entirely of Tennessee marble, but designed in a classical Italian style in 1925
by Knoxville architect Charles Barber, founder of Barber McMurry. It's considered one of Barber's most distinctive and unusual buildings.
It was the headquarters of the old Candoro Marble Co., and built to demonstrate multiple different varieties of Tennessee marble to
potential customers. Italian stonecutter Albert Milani, certainly one of the most prolific sculptors in Knoxville history, was based here for
many years. For almost a century, Candoro and other Knoxville marble mills provided architectural marble for famous projects in bigger
cities like New York and Washington. The national marble industry began to decline in the 1950s.

Around 2000, Candoro became the site of the annual Vestival community festival of food, art, and music, held every May. In recent years,
the graceful old Candoro building-- genuinely unique, it's safe to say--had been the focus of community restoration efforts financed by
the Aslan Foundation.

Candora, a feminine version of the company name, is the name of the street that runs through the old plant site. If you venture up
Candora, you'll go by the unusual Loghaven site, which has an extraordinary story. In the 1930s. a strong-willed divorcee named Martha
Thompson, with two sons to raise, built a log-cabin themed community in the woods. Some cabins she had built, others were older
cabins moved there from sites flooded by TVA projects. She raised her sons there, and rented most of the other cabins. Those attracted to
life in Loghaven tended to be offbeat sorts, and they included newspaper columnist Bert Vincent, German architect Alfred Clauss, and
WNOX country-music maverick Lowell Blanchard, along with several college professors—and, in its later years, Chris Whittle
and Phil Moffitt, at the time those rule-breaking publishing wunderkinds owned Esquire Magazine. Several of Esquire's national issues of
the 1980s were planned here. Whittle was still living here when he launched Whittle Communications, which at one time published more
than 20 magazines and created a couple of small TV networks.

LOGHAVEN AND HIGH GROUND PARK {OPTIONAL} 



When Loghaven was threatened by a large residential development project, the Aslan Foundation purchased it, with the intention of
creating an artists' refuge to host writers, visual artists, musical composers, and choreographers. To that end, Aslan restored the best of
Thompson's cabins and constructed a couple of modern buildings, including the community building most visible from the road,
completed in 2019. The Loghaven Artist Residency officially opened at the beginning of 2020., but occupancy has been interrupted by the
Coronavirus.
 
Just a little beyond Loghaven, Candora connects with Cherokee Trail, which offers access to High Ground Park, the Civil War-themed park
developed by the Aslan Foundation. It's a lovely park, with its rare centerpiece, a small ruin of an earthen two-cannon emplacement,
or redoubt, remaining as about all that remains of Union Fort Higley. Interpretive signage narrates parts of the Knoxville campaigns,
including the nearby skirmish sometimes known as the Battle of Armstrong's Hill. In the winter, it affords a lofty view of downtown and
UT.  

Down Cherokee Trail to the west is the Cherokee Bluff Condominiums, a gated community that was home to Roots author Alex Haley in
the late 1980s. 

A bit further to the west, but strictly off-limits to the living, is the unmarked entrance to the now-legendary Body Farm, UT's forensic
facility for the study of corpse decomposition that was the inspiration and setting for Patricia Cornwell's bestselling 1994 novel of the
same name. Other mystery novels, some of them co-written by the facility's founder, Dr. William Bass, have followed since. 

At its western end, Cherokee Trail connects with UT Medical Center and Alcoa Highway. First planned in the late 1940s, UT Hospital
essentially took over the public-hospital role of old Knoxville General, which closed soon after UT opened.

9. DOWNTOWN VESTAL 0.2 miles ahead  

After the underpass, Immanuel Baptist Church, 306 Ogle Ave., founded in 1904, is on the right. The current church was built in the late 1940s,
after construction plans were delayed by war. It has frequently hosted “revivals,” often featuring visiting evangelists and singers.  

On the left is the Vestal United Methodist Church (pictured left) which may not have as big a congregation as it once did when the lumber
mill was humming, but this impressive 1925 edifice with castellated parapets remains a South Knoxville landmark (Ogle Avenue may be
named for Rev. Edwin Ogle (ca. 1896-1971), who spent most of his life elsewhere, eventually settling in Gatlinburg, but was pastor at this
church in the 1920s and '30s.)

In front of you at the traffic light, this little building at 4132 Martin Mill Pike dates back to the heyday of “downtown Vestal.” It previously
housed several other local restaurants, memorably Dot's Grill, a '50s-era favorite--but in 1993, Egyptian immigrants Mo and Seham Girgis
moved in and named it King Tut's after America's favorite pharaoh. Purveying their own personal take on Middle Eastern cuisine, it caught
on. It became a Vestal institution.

OUT AND BACK TO Mt. OLIVE {OPTIONAL} 
If you continue down Maryville Pike from Candoro Arts and Heritage Center you'll come to the Mount Olive area. 

Immediately after driving under the railroad bridge, turn left on Berry Road to see the Mt. Olive Cemetery, a historic cemetery noted for its
extraordinary monument to the memory of those who died on the Sultana, the Mississippi riverboat that exploded near Memphis in
April, 1865. The riverboat was carrying Union soldiers recently freed from Confederate prison camps. Among the approximately 1,200 who
died were scores of soldiers from East Tennessee, several from South Knoxville. Although it's 400 miles from the site of America's
deadliest nautical disaster, this monument, which dates to 1916, is believed to be the largest monument to America's worst maritime
disaster. It's attributed to local stonecutter J.H. Troutt. The upright shaft, added later to the top of the monument, is a bit of a mystery, but
some have assumed it's meant to resemble the smokestack of a steamboat.

Nearby, on Maryville Pike, is Mount Olive Baptist Church, established in 1837. The church would be a location for reunions of Sultana
survivors. The current church building was built in 1940 to replace a previous one destroyed by fire.  

Also nearby, by the way, was the now-forgotten Mt. Olive train station, originally a station on the Knoxville and Augusta line, later part of
Southern Railway.

-- Just past Candoro Arts and Heritage Center on Maryville Pike, turn left at the stop sign onto Ogle
Avenue, and you'll soon be in downtown Vestal --

-- Turn right on Martin Mill Pike, another old road that meanders on a southward course
roughly parallel to Maryville Pike for a distance of 2.3 miles to Gov. John Sevier Highway --



John Sevier, hero of the Revolutionary War's Battle of King's Mountain, had a wild and varied career, as governor of the “Lost” state of
Franklin, and later first governor of Tennessee. At the time of his death in 1815, he was a member of Congress on a mission to survey land
recently acquired in the War of 1812. 

The Virginia-born Sevier (whose last name conveys his Franco-Hispanic heritage) lived in several places in his life, but Marble Springs,
the rustic country estate on the right, is where he spent his final years. He once attempted to establish a residence in downtown Knoxville,
but apparently preferred the countryside. Several historic log cabins are part of the compound today, which is believe to look much like it
did when he lived there. One old cabin long believed to be Sevier's dates back almost to his time, but recent studies suggest it was
probably built soon after his death. Marble Springs has been a historic site since 1940. It serves as a site of reunions of Sevier's many
descendants, and on at least a couple of occasions, has hosted rock concerts.

Marble Springs is one of several Historic Homes of Knoxville. Learn more at www.hhknoxville.org

Before you get to Marble Springs you'll pass Bonny Kate Drive - named for John Sevier's famously intrepid second wife, Bonny Kate
Sevier (1754-1836), whose cool conduct in the face of deadly Indian attacks made her a subject for heroic stories. A school near here is
named for her. Also, Dick Ford Lane, a country road that meanders over much of deep South Knoxville, intersecting both John Sevier and
Chapman Highway, is at least a century old, and presumably honors an early resident.

Martin Mill Pike is a semi-rural stretch that was one of the three main routes south before Chapman and Alcoa Highways were built in the
1930s. It's named for “Martin's Mill,” a business about 11 miles south of Knoxville that operated in the mid-1800s.

On the left is Charter E. Doyle Park, named for Vestal lumberman, colorful prohibitionist, and longtime County Court member Doyle (1868-
1949) who became a patriarch of the South Knoxville Republican Party--and of his own large family. He had 11 children who lived to
adulthood, several of them politically active. The park was established in his memory in 1984.

On your right on this rural road, at the southwest corner of Artella, you’ll pass 5501 Martin Mill Pike, in the 1940s and early '50s an early
home of novelist Cormac McCarthy, who lived here with his family when he was a student. The author won the 2007 Pulitzer for Fiction for
The Road, which briefly but poignantly describes the family home at the southwest corner of Martin Mill and Artella. Vacant for some years,
the house was long a subject of discussion by preservationists of a literary bent. That effort gathered more momentum after its star turn in
The Road—but the empty house, which had attracted vagrants, burned down in January, 2009. Several of McCarthy's novels, including his
first, The Orchard Keeper (1965), are recognizably set in the South Knoxville area. 

10. MARTIN MILL PIKE  Stretches 2.3 miles to Gov. John Sevier Highway

11. MARBLE SPRINGS

NEUBERT SPRINGS {OPTIONAL}
Just past Marble Springs, Neubert Springs Road, which cuts to the south, leads to the former site of a popular mineral springs resort.

Established in the late 1800s, Neubert Springs lasted longer than most of the springs resorts that once almost surrounded Knoxville, and
was known for not only peace and quiet, but occasional prohibition-era jazz parties. The unusual old gazebo built of twisted roots, visible
from the road, but on private property, can be seen at the intersection of Neubert Springs Road and Stock Creek Road. 

To get there, take Neubert Springs Road, which quickly crosses Tipton Station Road on a slight dog-leg and follow the road for about 1.5-2
miles. The gazebo is just beyond a large and very old barn on your left.. Then retrace route back to Gov. John Sevier Highway.

-- Proceed 2.5 miles past Marble Springs to Chapman Highway. 
 

(Note: Take the second traffic light (the first light at West Norton will send you the wrong way on Chapman
Highway) which takes you, via the entrance ramp, onto Chapman Highway heading back to town in the right lane --

0.1 miles ahead on left

-- Follow Martin Mill onto Gov. John Sevier Highway and turn left at the traffic light --

Note: Behind the Chapman Highway Walmart and Home Depot is Tom Boyd's Ancient Lore Village at Boyd Hollow at 7107 Sevierville Pike, still a work in
progress off Sevierville Pike (Nixon Road cuts through to it). Boyd, a retired businessman who wrote an illustrated book encouraging tolerance and

understanding, announced an extraordinary development, creating a sort of fantasy landscape of fairy-tale thatched-roof huts and treehouses.

Charter Doyle



Barely beyond the restaurant, East Dick Ford Lane leads up to Little Switzerland, an architectural rarity anywhere, and unique in East
Tennessee. This is part of what was known as Brown's Mountain, named for the same family that produced Pryor Brown, the expert
horseman who became a transportation entrepreneur, and whose name is on a 1920s parking garage downtown. The development was
named “Little Switzerland” in 1938 for its hilly terrain, but became notable for a new kind of architecture. The offbeat cul-de-sac spawned a
a very early International Style, or modernist, community, planned in the late 1930s by German immigrant Alfred Clauss, who had studied
at the famous Bauhaus, and came to Knoxville in 1934 to work for TVA, along with his wife, Jane West Clauss, also an architect. They were
later based in Philadelphia, but for several years designed startling modernist homes in Knoxville, only a few of which survive intact. They
lived in South Knoxville's Loghaven when they designed the houses of Little Switzerland, and lived there until they left town in 1945. One
of the best known houses were home to Jim and Nancy Tanner, notable as the last couple in the world known to have seen an ivory-
billed woodpecker. They spotted it in southern Arkansas, not here, but enjoyed birdwatching from their own living room, where their large
windows afforded lofty forest views. However, you can see a very rare mounted pair of ivory-billed woodpeckers at the visitor center at
Ijams Nature Center, which Nancy Tanner helped acquire. Note: Little Switzerland is a steep road that dead-ends at the top. Please drive
slow and be mindful of children playing.

13. LITTLE SWITZERLAND 

1.4 miles ahead on right 12. YE OLDE STEAKHOUSE
Ye Olde Steak House (at 6838 Chapman Highway) has a name that seemed tongue in cheek when it opened in 1968, but now it really is
one of Knoxville's older restaurants. Almost destroyed by a fire set by a teenage busboy in 2002, the restaurant set up in an old railroad
building in World's Fair Park for two years, but after extensive restoration, inevitably returned to its original building.

0.1 miles ahead on right 

14. KAY'S ICE CREAM 
At 6200 Chapman Highway is the last of Kay's Ice Cream, founded in 1946 and once a popular regional chain, known for its sculptural
advertisements. This location, the final survivor, closed in late 2017--but reopened as Scott's, a similar place run by a former Kay's
employee. The big statue of an ice-cream cone—a feature of all the old Kay's locations—once included a large boy climbing its ladder to
take a rapturous lick.

Just beyond Kay's, on the left (off Colonial Drive), is the non-historically named Colonial Village, a postwar neighborhood with a big
pond and a Methodist church of the same name.

1.2 miles ahead on right

15. LAKE FOREST  0.7 miles ahead on right

On the right is Lake Forest neighborhood, which really does have a lake and what's left of a forest. The suburban neighborhood
was established just before World War II, when this area was not yet within city limits. At its center, making a surprisingly imposing
appearance, is Lake Forest Presbyterian, founded in 1949 by Rev. George Webb, older brother of educator Robert Webb. In 1955, the
pastor offered his kid brother office space in the church to begin work organizing what became known as the Webb School of
Knoxville. This church could be considered the birthplace of West Knoxville's well-known private school, which now has more than
1,000 students.

16. BASEMENT RECORDS & SOUTHERN CAR EMPOROIUM 
Just past Stone Road, on the left at 5009 Chapman Highway, is Basement Records, one of Knoxville's three remaining independent
record stores enjoying something of a renaissance. 

Just beyond that, at 4901, the Southern Car Emporium is located in the building once known as Palace Bowling Lanes. Open in 1961, the
24-lane bowling alley was once South Knoxville's most glamorous bowling alley. It closed in the 1990s, but its old bowling-pin sign still
stands out front.

0.5 miles ahead on left

-- In 0.5 miles, turn right at the traffic light onto Woodlawn Pike --
 

Woodlawn Pike is atypical for a "pike" in that it doesn't connect two points in a no-nonsense sort of way, but instead makes a giant eastward loop from
Chapman Highway, which it intersects twice. It's certainly the longest street in Knoxville named for a cemetery--though it does have residences with

wooded lawns on it, too.



An option here is to turn left at the stop sign on E. Young High and right on Hedgeapple Lane to Sam Duff Park--the site of old Young
High, founded as a county school (as opposed to a city school) in 1913, it eventually became one of the Knoxville area's larger public high
schools, but closed in 1975, when South-Doyle, which was originally known as South-Young, took up the business of educating South
Knoxvillians. Tens of thousands of Knoxville-area people are Young alumni, among them News Sentinel columnist Sam Venable. Sam
Duff (1879-1973) was the longtime principal who saw Young High grow from only 75 students in 1915, when the woodcraft instructor from
Grainger County became principal--to over 900 in 1949, when he retired at age 70. The Young Yellowjackets were well-known
contenders in football season.

 SAM DUFF PARK {OPTIONAL}

 0.2miles ahead on right 17. WOODLAWN CEMETERY
Established in the 1890s, Woodlawn Cemetery's name was likely inspired by the name of the older Woodlawn Cemetery in New York's
the Bronx, which was considered a model country cemetery in its time. South Knoxville's Woodlawn is the burial place of several
noteworthy people, including St. Louis Cardinals pitcher and later umpire Ken Burkhart; Robert Saylor, one of the two Knoxville
policemen shot by Kid Curry in 1901; and the irrepressible politician-impresario Cas Walker, whose 1998 funeral was probably the biggest
in the cemetery's history. (Although he had a well-known grocery on Chapman Highway, Walker never lived in South Knoxville; however,
his childhood home was in Sevier County, and Woodlawn is partway there.)

Turn left in 0.2 miles ahead at stop sign 

18. JAMES WHITE'S FORT?!
Woodlawn Pike was the longtime home of the first house ever built in Knoxville, by an odd set of circumstances. Knoxville founder
James White built his original cabin downtown on the north side of what became Clinch Avenue, near Central. Over the years, it was
half-forgotten, becoming part of another house. In 1906, when it was about to be torn down, its hand-cut logs were saved by Isaiah
Ford, who numbered them and moved them across the river and created a semi-modern home of it. For more than 50 years the old
cabin formed the main framework of a suburban home at 4037 Woodlawn, occupied by several households in turn. In 1960, it was
purchased, disassembled again, and moved to what became the reconstruction of James White's Fort on Hall of Fame Drive at East Hill
Avenue downtown, less than half a mile from its original location. That reconstruction was finally completed in 1968. Its former spot on
Woodlawn Pike appears to be unoccupied today.

 0.3 miles ahead on right after stop sign

20. SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL 

0.1 miles ahead on right

On the corner of Tipton Avenue is the old South High School, first built as South Jr. High in 1936. It became South High in 1951, when the
city closed overcrowded Knoxville High and opened four new high schools (for white students, in those segregated days).South closed
in the 1990s, with the creation of the much-larger school now known as South Doyle, which is more than two miles to the south.

During its 40-odd years, South High developed an athletic reputation through its football, basketball, and baseball teams, the South High
Rockets. A statue of a Buck Rogers-style rocket once stood on the front lawn. 

South High closed when it was incorporated into South Doyle. The older school building, abandoned for years, has recently been
rehabbed as a senior residential center. It still shares property with a Knox County Schools facility, the Sarah Simpson Professional
Center, which includes the Knox County Museum of Education. Also on the campus is Dogwood Elementary School.

19. WILLIAM HASTIE HOUSE 

0.2 miles ahead on left

--  At the traffic light, proceed across E. Moody Avenue/Sevierville Pike and turn first right -- 

On the corner of Woodlawn Pike and E. Moody, the house almost hidden behind the trees belonged to the most famous resident of
Woodlawn Pike, William Hastie (1904-1976), who would grow up to be America's first African American federal judge, appointed in 1937
by Franklin Roosevelt—and first African American to serve as a governor, when he was territorial governor of the U.S. Virgin Islands,
1946-49. There were not many black people in South Knoxville in the early 20th century, but he and his family made a remarkable
exception. William Hastie Natural Area, part of the popular South Loop known to hikers and bicyclists, is named for him. Hastie's home
still stands, as a private residence.
  

-- Follow E. Moody Avenue to the stop sign and turn right. Merge into the left lane - this connecting road
leads back to Sevierville Pike. Turn left at the traffic light -- 

 

Note: The name of Moody Avenue probably has nothing to do with an emotional state. The street has borne this name, probably in honor of a Knoxville family, 
since the 1920s. The main course of Moody changes its name to Sevierville Pike as it heads east.

Note: If you missed the optional side trip to Stanley's Greenhouse earlier on the tour, you can reach it easily here by turning left at the end of E. Moody, 
then first left on to Davenport Road. Stanley's will be on your left.



 0.6miles ahead on right 21. BAKER CREEK/SEVIER HEIGHTS BAPTIST CHURCH
A historic business center recently enjoying a revival includes the old Round Up Restaurant, a beloved community institution that evolved
from an ice-cream parlor opened here in 1975—the building had previously been a community grocery store--and the much-newer
SoKno Taco opened in 2016 at 3701 Sevierville Pike, whose striking building, which transformed older commercial structures, has won
architectural awards.

Just a block down Lancaster Drive is a large church building complex on the left. Organized in the 1930s, Sevier Heights Baptist built a
church here in 1952 that rapidly expanded with its congregation. It was bursting at the seams with 3,000 members when it moved in
1999 to even-larger church building miles away on Alcoa Highway—keeping its old name, though it's now far from Sevier Heights. After
this older church was used by some other evangelical organizations for a few years, in 2016 the impressively large complex became the
locus of a creative mixed-use development, including residents and prospectively a brewery. 

It's an outdoor-oriented resort, at the head of the Baker Creek Preserve. Baker Creek is a main tributary of the Tennessee River in this
area, and the recreational area that bears its name is an important part of South Knoxville's recently famous Urban Wilderness.

 SUNFLOWERS AT FORKS OF THE RIVER {SEASONAL OPTIONAL}

1.7 miles ahead on right22. WILLIAM HASTIE NATURAL AREA 

1.5 miles ahead on right

William Hastie Natural Area, named for one of South Knoxville's most famous sons, forms part of the Urban Wilderness series of trails
connecting Ijams, Marie Myers Park (1302 Margaret Road, or 4701 Sevierville Pike) and Baker Creek Preserve. First proposed in 2002,
Marie Myers Park is named in memory of the mother of a land donor. William Hastie Natural Area is particularly noteworthy for its
abundance of spring wildflowers.

-- Follow Sevierville Pike to Lancaster Drive at the stop sign and turn right -- 

-- From Lancaster Drive, turn left onto Wallace Drive and left again onto Sevier Heights Road. After the stop sign,
continue to Sevierville Pike, turn right and follow the winding pike 1.7 miles to William Hastie Natural Area 

on your right at Margaret Road --

-- Continue on Sevierville Pike and turn next left on to Island Home Pike --

23. IJAMS NATURE CENTER Entrances at 0.1 miles ahead on left and 0.3 ahead on right

Turn right on McClure for the Forks of the River Wildlife Management Area, managed by TWRA, which has become a popular
destination since bike trails were developed by the Appalachian Mountain Bike Club as part of the Urban Wilderness. It has also
become well known for the acres of sunflowers planted each year. The sunflower meadows are not planted in the same spots each
year so every time you visit it's a different experience. There is a parking lot at the end of McClure Lane or you can park nearby at
Ijams and walk or bike along the Will Skelton Greenway to get there..     

On your left will be Mead’s Quarry now part of Ijams Nature Center--a rarity, originally a riverside home and bird sanctuary
established by commercial artist Harry Ijams, a well known conservationist and birdwatcher. His close associates included some of
the founders of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Ijams Nature Center was born when his out-of-the-way property opened to
the public under the auspices of a nonprofit. For many years, Ijams was a quiet, rather remote spot known to some Knoxvillians but
not to most. After 2000, with some remarkably good luck, hard work, and philanthropy, Ijams acquired several former quarry sites in
varying degrees of reclamation by nature; it's now a 315-acre refuge that forms almost a museum of very different settings, and has
attracted birdwatchers, mountain bikers, rock climbers, and kayakers. Notably striking is the "Keyhole" at the Ross Marble Quarry
portion of Ijams - a relic of the marble industry which you can walk across or through.

Ijams occasionally hosts public musical and dramatic performances in an outdoor festival atmosphere. In 2016, music critics from
around the world descended on Ijams to witness an unusual event during the Big Ears Festival conducted by Pulitzer-winning
composer John Luther Adams, a composition of sounds played by musicians mostly unseen in the woods, on conch shells and other
unconventional instruments.

-- Past the main Ijams entrance, head uphill, now following Island Home Avenue --



The Tennessee School for the Deaf, not readily open to the public, is a statewide educational institution that dates back to 1844, when it
was founded as one of the first eight such schools in America. It was downtown for its first 80 years, but moved here in 1924, to the
once-famous “Island Home” showplace farm of merchant-prince Perez Dickinson (1813-1901), whose brick house still stands at the
center of campus. Romantic stories claim the house was built as a surprise gift for his bride, who died in 1846 without ever having seen
it; however, research shows he purchased the property much later, in 1869, and presumably built the house then. 

Dickinson's primary home was on Main Street downtown; he used his “Island Home” for receptions for groups ranging from UT's
senior class to, British novelist and member of Parliament Thomas Hughes in 1880, to the national Afro-American League, in Knoxville
for an 1891 conference.

The Massachusetts-born Dickinson never had children, but his extended family offers him a footnote in the history of American
literature. His younger cousin was the poet Emily Dickinson. Perez, who in middle age sought refuge in Amherst, Mass., during the Civil
War, was at least acquainted with the famously reclusive young woman. Century-old stories that she visited her cousin Perez in
Knoxville are unlikely. 

Half a mile from here (straight on Willis Place and right on Spence Place) is the island for which Island Home is named, Dickinson
Island, has been home to the “Downtown Island Airport.” Knoxville's busiest privately operated airport, it has been open for about a
century and accommodates business and recreational traffic. Parts of the island are still wild. (Before 1870, it was known as Williams
Island, for ancestors of playwright Tennessee Williams, who owned land on both sides of the river, but lived on the north side.)
 
Continue west along the tree-lined and divided Island Home Boulevard to Maplewood Drive. 

The Island Home neighborhood bloomed after Perez Dickinson's 1901 death, whereupon his farm was split up and sold. It was arguably
Knoxville's last suburb designed around a streetcar route. The Island Home route came from downtown across the Gay Street Bridge
and made a loop of Island Home Boulevard—which is believed to be Knoxville's first use of the term and concept of the “boulevard,” as
a long scenic avenue with a planted median. Today, well-preserved Island Home may be Knoxville's best place to see craftsman-style
houses of the ca. 1915 era. In 1933, it attracted Arthur Morgan and David Lilienthal, perhaps the two most influential figures in the early
development of the Tennessee Valley Authority (though they both later migrated to their own planned community of Norris). It's also
the childhood home of Broadway and television actor John Cullum.

Island Home Baptist Church dates its earliest origins to 1857, but has been on this spot since 1882, when it became known as Island Home
Baptist. The current building began with a 1923 structure, but additions have accommodated the growing congregation.

Its cemetery is more interesting than average. A church founder, Richard Keyhill, is buried here in a rustic 1879 grave. Its best-known
grave is its largest and most stylish; that of Pulitzer Prizewinning newspaperman Paul Y. Anderson (1893-1938). A South Knoxville kid
whose father was a quarryman killed in a derrick accident, Anderson grew up tough, began reporting for the old Knoxville Journal, and
later became known as Washington correspondent for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. In the 1920s, he dissected the Teapot Dome scandal
and also predicted the Stock Market Crash of 1929. His reporting drew the ire of both the Mafia and the Republican Party, but he came
home to Knoxville every summer to spend some time with his mother, who still lived in Island Home. Anderson had serious problems
with relationships and alcohol. At the time of his sudden death in Washington by suicide, his old friends, led by legendary national
journalist Heywood Broun, took up a collection to buy him a stone in his hometown.

 0.7 miles ahead on left 24. MEAD MONTESSORI SCHOOL
Up the hill from Ijams on the left on Bafford Lane is Mead Montessori School. Built to serve quarry workers' families, the original school
was open from 1937 to 1959. The building was restored as a school on the Montessori model in 2008. 
 
Along Island Home Avenue you can see the expansive campus of Tennessee School for the Deaf which we will visit shortly on the tour.

26. ISLAND HOME PARK & TENNESSEE SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF

-- Turn right at the pillars marking the entrance to the Island Home Park Community on Fisher Place. 
Continue on Fisher Place down to Island Home Boulevard and turn right, pausing at the entrance to the

Tennessee School for the Deaf --

-- Turn right on Maplewood Drive and keep left to exit the neighborhood by the old pillars onto Island
Home Avenue by the student housing complex --

25. ISLAND HOME BAPTIST CHURCH  0.3 miles ahead on left 



The riverside park is named in honor of Cormac McCarthy's 1979 novel, Suttree, which is set along the riverbanks of Knoxville, ca. 1951. A
couple of scenes in the gritty novel take place near here, including one where the title character's ditches a stolen police car in the river.

It's one of Knoxville's newest public parks, but it has a deep heritage. Here, by 1880, was a half-mile oval horse-racing track, making
good use of this unusually flat patch of floodplain. It was rented and promoted by Cal Johnson, who grew up in slavery, but prevailed as
a creative businessman. He loved horses and horse racing, and rented this space in the 1880s and early 1890s, during which it was used
by both white and African American sportsmen, for both horse and bicycle racing. (When an opportunity came, he bought an equivalent
amount of land where he established his own track in East Knoxville's Burlington community, the half-mile oval known today as
Speedway Circle.) 

From here you can see, on the north side of the river, a historic building invisible to most people over on the city side: the unusual
trapezoidal building that looks something like a concrete pillbox was built in 1893 as the water-intake facility for the city's first “modern”
water-supply system. Water was drawn from the river in the alternating apertures, filtered, and pumped to a huge "standpipe,” or
cylindrical water tower, at the top of the hill, to be distributed to the whole city.

The restaurant Landing House on the right at 1147 Sevier Avenue picked an unusual name with a double relevance. It's near Suttree
Landing (an easy walk through a pleasant neighborhood behind the restaurant) and the former residence was for many years the
headquarters of Knoxville's Civil Air Patrol.

On the left, Alliance Brewery, at 1130 Sevier, is located in a 1940s grocery-store building that later housed a gas station. Opened in 2014,
Alliance was one of the first modern-era businesses to open along Sevier. The biker sculpture is by South Knoxville resident artist Kelly
Brown.

Sevier Avenue was originally considered part of Island Home Pike. The years just after World War I was a patriotic era, and it was
renamed in 1926 for Tennessee's first governor, Revolutionary War hero John Sevier. (Just across the river, beside the old courthouse, you
may be able to make out his obelisk tombstone.)

 0.7 miles ahead on left 27. OLD SEVIER COMMUNITY & TRAILHEAD BEER
The name of Trailhead Beer Market, at 1317 Island Home Avenue, reflects South Knoxville's blooming interest in its “urban wilderness.”
Located in an early 20th century building that has housed a bar for most of the last 50 years, it was once known as the Riverside Lounge,
and offered a large residential apartment upstairs.

The rapidly changing nature of this section leading to Sevier Avenue is a new slant on the Old Sevier Community.

29. SUTTREE LANDING PARK

-- Retrace back to Sevier Avenue via Dixie Street --

28. SEVIER AVENUE  0.1 miles ahead on left 

-- Turn right on to Sevier Avenue --

-- Turn first right on to Dixie Street (no street sign currently present) --

30. SEVIER AVENUE CONTINUED
South Knoxville Elementary School on the right has origins dating to the early 1900s, but it has been at 801 Sevier since 1955, when it
had over 300 students. 

Honeybee Coffee on the left at 700 Sevier Avenue, built in 1924, was originally the headquarters of building contractor A.R. McMurry,
whose name is still legible on the facade. (He was brother of architect Ben McMurry, with whom he sometimes worked.) But the
building was better known for many years as Charlie's Cafe, in the 1940s and '50s a working man's lunch spot known for its
sandwiches and tamales. 

Model Laundry, as hailed in the inscription on the unusual building on the left, was a big industrial laundry known for cleaning
uniforms, thousands of them per month. The dates indicate 1914, when the company was founded, originally located downtown on State
Street, and 1926, when this grander building was built. Partly mechanized and considered very modern at the time, it was described as
“one of the cleanest, best lighted and ventilated buildings in the city.” It used so much energy it created its own independent power
supply by way of a “special dynamo” that kept the washers running regardless of power outages. A fleet of trucks delivered the clean
clothes all over town. 

 0.2 miles ahead 

 0.2 miles ahead 



Gay Street Bridge dates to 1897, when its traffic was mostly horses and buggies, and is the oldest major bridge in Knoxville. But it's the
fourth bridge built on this spot since the Civil War. It's the same bridge outlaw Kid Curry fled across when he broke out of jail in 1903,
riding the sheriff's horse. It was reinforced and improved by a federal project around 2000.
 
The low bluff between the Gay and Henley bridges was once part of Luttrell Park, a privately owned park established by affluent former
mayor Samuel B. Luttrell, inspired by the local City Beautiful League. Although probably never a formal park, it opened with some fanfare
in 1910, and served as an urban green space used for events and as a popular destination for Boy Scout camping trips. The park was
neglected after the death of its founder in 1933, and during World War II, the site became central to the Baptist Hospital project. 
 

South Knoxville Baptist Church (now City Church), at 522 Sevier Ave., on the left, has a long history as an organization, dating back to
1889. In 1926, the congregation built an impressive and unusual edifice here, with a square-topped tower. In the summer of 1974, when a
Jaguar-driving teen arsonist from Ohio set a fire that destroyed most of it—unlike most arsonists, he was caught and sentenced to hard
time in prison--the church rebuilt with a somewhat simpler style that nonetheless evoked the distinctive shape of the old church.

Note: The next leg of Sevier Avenue becomes a one-way street leading up to the Gay Street Bridge at E. Blount Avenue and S. Gay Street.
However, maps shows this route as Council Place. 

--  Keep right onto Council Place and follow the one-way street to E. Blount Avenue and S. Gay Street -- 

The Knoxville History Project is an educational nonprofit whose mission is to
research and promote the history and culture of Knoxville.  Join us online to

learn more about KHP's programs or make a donation to support our work at
KNOXVILLEHISTORYPROJECT.ORG or call 865-337-7723

Many notice the stone stairways up the hill to the Kerbela Temple. These originally led to Victorian houses that stood atop the hill until
they were torn down in the late 1940s for the construction of the Shriners' “Kerbela Temple Mosque.” The current building, a modernist
structure designed by David Liberman, was not competed until 1961. Its opening was heralded with guest appearances by clowns, an
elephant, and a camel. The building is the Shriners' meeting place, but has also hosted Christmas parties and other events for disabled
children.

31. KERBELA TEMPLE

32. GAY STREET BRIDGE

Baptist Hospital, along with a chapel and a large dormitory for nurses, was completed in 1948. It served as one of Knoxville's primary
hospitals for 60 years; among the many thousands who experienced dramatic life events here was legendar 1920s-'30s blues singer Ida
Cox, who died of cancer here in 1967. 

Much of it was demolished after its 2008 closure, but as of 2017, part of the plant has been occupied by Regal Cinemas. Although now
owned by another corporation, Regal Cinemas, still one of the world's largest cinema chains, and this is its American headquarters.

33. FORMER BAPTIST HOSPITAL/REGAL CINEMAS

--  Continue west on E. Blount Avenue and complete tour at the Henley Bridge --

This driving tour has been funded in part by an emergency grant from
the 2020 Arts Fund of East Tennessee Foundation

 
 THANK YOU.

 0.2 miles ahead 


